Over the years, how jews will lie to people, seemed rather abnormal. I couldn't fathom in the beginning when I started to become "jew aware" how many lies they can make up.

Gentiles cannot even fathom why they do this, because it takes a lot of time to understand their agenda, which then proves why they are lying so excessively. Those who think they can win an argument with a jew, they are in error. Only the most skilled in argumentation can win arguments against jews, nobody else.

In the same way a normal living person produces air from their lungs, the jews create lies. Great writers were not wrong to call them "Great Masters of the Lie". The depth of their lies and slander is always unfathomable.

Most people do not understand WHY this happens, because they don't understand the conspiracy behind these lies. An example of a Jew spilling the beans, is the speech of Marcus Eli Ravage, where he affirms the jews having destroyed and manipulated all of the history of the Gentiles, replacing it with total flat lies.

Before anything, I was going down some internet forum looking at Friedrich Nietzsche's writings. There were some crazy xians there, and other biased individuals, who said that "Nietzsche" actually promoted Christianity. The amount of long chains of lies was simply insane.

Continuing to roam online, were many Jews who claimed to have "Read Nietzsche for years" and constantly mentioned the claims of his syphilis, and other things. Jews were apparently so happy that he had syphilis, and probably cursed him to that extent. They were literally bragging about it. One jew there was writing a book with a title "Thus Said Syphilis" as replacement to Nietzsche's masterpiece of "Thus Said Zarathustra".

However syphilis was nothing new at the time, and many men had it, because it was an ongoing plague like Co-Vid is today, it was an endemic sexual disease.

The more diseased a mind is, the more the ability of reasoning lacks from said a mind. The mind then starts to reject obvious things. For example, that the whole of the bible is a lie, generated by the jews. Most people don't reach that much of an understanding.

The same situation exists in many Amazon books about spirituality, occult, Nazis and so on. If it doesn't at least contain a huge amount of lies, which can be even against the very obvious reality, it will not stay up there for long.
While it may be unfathomable, much of this happened for at least 16 centuries in Europe. By the end of it, hardly anything existed of any fact or Truth. Any mention we have even on the Norse Gods, is basically only things that came from the church, and what it has managed to absorb into itself.

The enemy today has mentioned a way of thinking that no longer believes in any "factual truth" claiming that always things are "relative". The sun is hot, there is no "relative truth" to that. If one wants to find out about this "relativity", we can shoot them to the sun, and they will find out. Nature has a lot of facts in it.

Likewise, Nietzsche's writings are facts about his own beliefs.

At this point, the only people who can know anything, can be people that either had a past life in a place, or people who may have had the fortune to find some dug up material, or the people who are very observant of the present.

Now, imagine living in the 15th century where most people cannot even study or read a paper. The only thing they have been reading ever, is the bible. You simply cannot explain about anything.

Even if they dig in their own garden to find a big chunk of the head of Zeus, they wouldn't understand any better. It was just a strange rock head. One cannot make any sense of what they found.

Even worse, is how many people in Universities and other places, they listen the opinion of jews about great people such as Nietzsche. Of course, everything they will point out is lies, slander, and direct attacks to these people. Oftentimes, because they don't understand them, but most of the time, purposefully.

Then the guy also writes a book literally named THE ANTICHRIST in which he roasts christianity to the point of destruction. Meanwhile, some soul diseased fuck in reddit will write about how he "Did not have such a big problem with Christianity" or other things like this.

There are some things in this world, which are not subject to interpretation. The enemy has been promoting the lie that everyone has "Their truth" about a subject, but that is false. There is no "debate" on if one will roast if they get too close to the sun, nor there is a debate that the sun exists.

Jews, in order to slander up, lie, and confuse, will generally use emotional methods and step on people's lack of knowledge about a subject. This is why jews promote illiteracy, even to this very day, by making education hard or impossible to acquire.

In the Middle Ages, a common phenomenon, was that very few people were literate. Especially during the advent of Christianity. All the history of a people or a race, was written by no more than 1 or 4 individuals at any given time.
While people are alive, the enemy makes sure to slander them a lot. When people are dead, such as in the case of Nietzsche, they make sure to pervert their message if they have left anything behind whatsoever. But in this case, one can read THEIR material, and understand what they really were about, rather than hearing the opinion of someone else. This is because deleting their material has failed.

At this point, the other thing they will try, is slowly, over a long amount of time, slowly edit something in the centuries unless it's corrupted. The Nietzsche you will read today, will not be the same that one may read [if it exists at all] if they completely take over. This is why it's important for people to take notice and backups of things that really matter to humanity.

One way the ancients did that, was by creating megalithic structures. Were it not for all the things the Egyptians left behind, we wouldn't even know that they existed, except of the cheap versions of the enemy. A Satanist from Arabia asked me in an e-mail, about "Egyptian Slaves". There were no "Egyptian Slaves" anymore today a worker today is one, there weren't any "Slaves" in Egypt, just a regular working class like today.

Of course, this goes against every paradigm one has seen in television, but deeper inspection of the Egyptian civilization, and the fact that people lived at least middle class today living for all people, would be a shocker and destroy the lies of the enemy. A lot of accurate information exists about this in the book titled "Egypt for Dummies", which was recommended to me by Lydia. I am very glad that such information survived. There were no loving leaders like the Egyptian kings were, and this is why they fell under so much slander.

The moment the reincarnation of these showed up...You saw what happened in Europe. People flocked to them, loved them, and had faith in them, despite any lies and any slander against them. The soul of people recognizes people more than information does.

Hitler went down in history like Ramses II went after the writing of the bible-slandered about, misinformed about, and attacked. But when he was here, the love and reality was overflowing all over the place. He's not the only one. Souls that lived at this time, will remember it, and they will be back. The enemy does spiritual warfare to keep these under control, bound, or kill them entirely.

The same goes for Tesla and other bright individuals which were like stars for our civilization. If the enemy takes over, we will know about Tesla of the electric cars, but we may not know about Tesla the engineer and creator. First thing the Communists do, is re-write history. The methods they do is same as the Christians have done. Odin never existed goyim, only Jesus.

Naturally, the more further back in the past of humanity is a Truth, and the less things a civilization created, the more easy it is to destroy it all.
JoS is of the lucky places, where our information has went global and it has been saved by tens of thousands, or hundreds of thousands of people. The same goes for the work of Friedrich Nietzsche, which despite anything, is rather "Recent" and has been disseminated in such a way that it could not disappear. The Internet as such, has spilled the death of the enemy.

The things that will emerge from now on technologically, in the Age of Aquarius, influenced by the Gods of our side will just permanently destroy the enemy and their capacity to corrupt. The enemy knows that and responds to humanity with more of the same: "Fact checking", using bots, mass lying, and their usual methods of lies.

But these will not be able to stand in the future of this world. Knowing that, the enemy accelerates other measures of control to try to stop this forward going of civilization. They have already failed.
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